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This invaluable text—in an all-new set of chapters—brings
together leading international relations scholars to
assess the current theory and research on the causes of
war and what promotes peace. Considering fifty years of
scientific research, the contributors provide an
accessible overview of current knowledge and an
agenda for future research.
Given the fact that two-thirds of all intrastate wars since
1945 have included foreign interventions, what drives
sovereign states to support non-state conflict parties? In
order to understand causes and calculations of this
particular type of third party intervention, this book
connects some of the most important contemporary
debates in international relations, ranging from security
cooperation between states and non-state actors to the
effects of intervention on both local conflict dynamics and
interstate relations. Presenting a new theoretical
framework and a multidimensional concept of support
(endorsement, hosting, as well as financial and military
assistance), this book establishes a systematic path
between international as well as domestic incentives and
specific types of sponsorship policies. In a subsequent
comparative analysis, the author examines conditions
and dynamics of Syria’s cooperation with Fatah, the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party, and Hizballah from 1964 to
2006.
This title describes how civil war is defined and
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categorized and presents data and descriptions for
nearly 300 civil wars waged from 1816 to the present.
Analyzing trends over time and regions, this work is the
definitive source for understanding the phenomenon of
civil war.
Geo-mathematical modelling: models from complexity
science Sir Alan Wilson, Centre for Advanced Spatial
Analysis, University College London Mathematical and
computer models for a complexity science tool kit
Geographical systems are characterised by locations,
activities at locations, interactions between them and the
infrastructures that carry these activities and flows. They
can be described at a great variety of scales, from
individuals and organisations to countries. Our
understanding, often partial, of these entities, and in
many cases this understanding is represented in theories
and associated mathematical models. In this book, the
main examples are models that represent elements of
the global system covering such topics as trade,
migration, security and development aid together with
examples at finer scales. This provides an effective
toolkit that can not only be applied to global systems, but
more widely in the modelling of complex systems. All
complex systems involve nonlinearities involving path
dependence and the possibility of phase changes and
this makes the mathematical aspects particularly
interesting. It is through these mechanisms that new
structures can be seen to ‘emerge’, and hence the
current notion of ‘emergent behaviour’. The range of
models demonstrated include account-based models
and biproportional fitting, structural dynamics, space-time
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statistical analysis, real-time response models, LotkaVolterra models representing ‘war’, agent-based
models, epidemiology and reaction-diffusion approaches,
game theory, network models and finally, integrated
models. Geo-mathematical modelling: Presents
mathematical models with spatial dimensions. Provides
representations of path dependence and phase
changes. Illustrates complexity science using models of
trade, migration, security and development aid.
Demonstrates how generic models from the complexity
science tool kit can each be applied in a variety of
situations This book is for practitioners and researchers
in applied mathematics, geography, economics, and
interdisciplinary fields such as regional science and
complexity science. It can also be used as the basis of a
modelling course for postgraduate students.
Provides comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the key
themes and principles of conflict economics.
Introducing students to the scientific study of peace and
war, Conflict, War, and Peace: An Introduction to
Scientific Research, edited by Sara McLaughlin Mitchell
and John A. Vasquez, provides an overview of current
scholarship in this dynamic area of study. Focusing on
the factors that shape relationships between countries
and that make war or peace more likely, this collection of
articles by top scholars explores such key topics as
dangerous dyads, alliances, territorial disputes, rivalry,
arms races, democracy peace, trade, international
organizations, territorial peace, and nuclear weapons.
Each article is followed by the editors’ commentary: a
“Major Contributions” section highlights the article’s
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theoretical advances and relates each study to the
broader literature, while a “Methodological Notes”
section carefully walks students through the techniques
used in the analysis. Methodological topics include
research design, percentages, probabilities, odds ratios,
statistical significance, levels of analysis, selection bias,
logic, duration models, and game theory models.
During the Cold War, the United States shook off its
traditional aversion to alliances and built the most
impressive peacetime treaty structure in history. Yet
today politicians argue that the country is so secure it
gains nothing paying the cost of mutual defense. In doing
so, they threaten a key source of that security: the
alliances themselves.
Diese empirische Studie untersucht den Einfluss der
Staatsform auf den Einsatz und das Ausmaß von
Wirtschaftssanktionen unter Verwendung von
Regressionsanalysen. Die Ergebnisse deuten auf ein
friedliches Wirtschaftsverhältnis zwischen den
Demokratien hin. Die bisherige Forschung hat den
demokratischen Wirtschaftsfrieden mithilfe der
institutionellen Theorie erklärt, die das
Sanktionsverhalten auf ein rationalistisches KostenNutzen-Kalkül zurückführt. Demgegenüber vertritt die
konstruktivistische Theorie die Auffassung, dass die
friedvollere Konfliktbewältigung unter Demokratien auf
die Ausbildung einer gemeinsamen Identität, sowie auf
gemeinsame Werte und Normen zurückzuführen sei.

This book analyzes the conditions under which
leaders can use resolved statements to effectively
coerce foreign adversaries.
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This much-anticipated reference book analyzes
more than a thousand wars waged from 1816 to
2008 using authoritative, highly standardized, and
systematic coding methods from the Correlates of
War Project, which aims to reveal the underlying
patterns and causes of war. Resort to War lists and
categorizes all violent conflicts with 1,000 or more
battle deaths and provides an insightful narrative for
each struggle.
In his famous appeal against fascism, German
philosopher Karl Loewenstein warned that
democracy may one day be destroyed from within.
To date, the fear of this authoritarian virus has not
subsided. Many worry that exposure to this virus
may end in infection, disease, or possibly even the
death of democracy. They sound the alarm about the
corrosion of democratic values, the weakening of
democratic institutions, the rise of strongman politics,
and the resurgence of the far-right. In this
dissertation, I alleviate this pessimistic mood. I argue
that exposure also helps build immunity. I test this
claim by examining how citizens respond when they
are exposed to a sample of the virus: an image of
what living under authoritarian rule would look like. I
use the term authoritarian framing effects to describe
these responses. I develop empirical tests of
authoritarian framing effects in 42 democracies. The
results shed new light on the nature and effects of
the authoritarian virus. Some of my findings justify
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the pessimistic mood of earlier work: Exposure
corrodes democratic values, but only among some
citizens in some countries and this is decreasingly
so. More importantly, I find that the symptoms of
immunity outweigh the symptoms of infection. I show
that exposure to the image of authoritarian rule
reaffirms democratic values and strengthens support
for strategies of democratic defense among a
growing number of citizens. These ‘immune’
citizens constitute a valuable safeguard against
future authoritarian revival.
The rise of China is changing the strategic
landscape globally and regionally. How states
respond to potential threats posed by this new power
arrangement will be crucial to international relations
for the coming decades. This book builds on existing
realist and rationalist concepts of balancing,
bandwagoning, commitment problems, and
asymmetric information to craft explanations about
how states respond when faced with potential
threats. Specifically, the book explores the role
different types of uncertainty play in potential
balancing situations. Particular focus is given to the
nature of the rising state’s actions, the balance of
forces, and the value of delay. These concepts are
analysed and illustrated through a series of case
studies on Europe in the 1930s as well as the
present-day Southeast Asia, looking at great powers
such as Britain and France, but also a wide range of
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smaller powers including Poland, Yugoslavia,
Vietnam, and the Philippines.
Shocks and Rivalries in the Middle East and North
Africa is the first book to examine issue-driven
antagonisms within groups of Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) states and their impact on relations
within the region. The volume also considers how
shock events, such as internal revolts and regional
wars, can alter interstate tensions and the trajectory
of conflict. MENA has experienced more internal
rivalries than any other region, making a detailed
analysis vital to understanding the region’s complex
political, cultural, and economic history. The state
groupings studied in this volume include Israel and
Iran; Iran and Saudi Arabia; Iran and Turkey; Iran,
Iraq, and Syria; Egypt and Saudi Arabia; and Algeria
and Morocco. Essays are theoretically driven,
breaking the MENA region down into a collection of
systems that exemplify how state and nonstate
actors interact around certain issues. Through this
approach, contributors shed rare light on the origins,
persistence, escalation, and resolution of MENA
rivalries and trace significant patterns of regional
change. Shocks and Rivalries in the Middle East and
North Africa makes a major contribution to
scholarship on MENA antagonisms. It not only
addresses an understudied phenomenon in the
international relations of the MENA region, it also
expands our knowledge of rivalry dynamics in global
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politics.
The topic of this book deals with a highly relevant
empirical issue: East asian security and the
dynamics of the respective governance structure or
architecture are not only of regional but of global
concern. Since the pivot of the American pivot to
East Asia and other external actor ?s responses to it
the security architecture has changed in form, size
and function. In order to analyze and explain these
changes, hypotheses derived from IR middle range
theories (i.e. soft and hard balancing) will be applied
to cases of bilateral and multilateral security
governance in East Asia.
This volume examines the causes and
consequences of nuclear postures and
nonproliferation policies. The real-world importance
of nuclear weapons has led to the production of a
voluminous scholarly literature on the causes and
consequences of nuclear weapons proliferation.
Missing from this literature, however, is a more
nuanced analysis that moves beyond a binary
treatment of nuclear weapons possession, to an
exploration of how different nuclear postures and
nonproliferation policies may influence the
proliferation of nuclear weapons and subsequent
security outcomes. This volume addresses this
deficit by focusing on the causes and consequences
of nuclear postures and nonproliferation policies. It is
the aim of this book to advance the development of a
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new empirical research agenda that brings
systematic research methods to bear on new
dimensions of the nuclear weapons phenomenon.
Prior to the contributions in this volume, there has
been little evidence to suggest that nuclear postures
and policies have a meaningful impact on the spread
of nuclear weapons or security outcomes. This book
brings together a new generation of scholars,
advancing innovative theoretical positions, and
performing quantitative tests using original data on
nuclear postures, nonproliferation policies, and WMD
proliferation. Together, the chapters in this volume
make novel theoretical, empirical, and
methodological contributions to the field of nuclear
weapons proliferation. This book will be of much
interest to students of nuclear proliferation,
international relations and security studies.
100 Years since the Great Union of Romania is a
pertinent witness to the course of Romanian political
thinking. It confirms that December 1918 demands to
be celebrated as a fundamental historical event,
which imparts a prominent force to the continuing
dynamics of the preposition ‘since’, potentiating it
not only with the structural valences of the initial
moment and the starting point, but also giving it the
meaning of the plenary symbols of a historical act
which, after 100 years, celebrates its establishment
by reaffirming and confirming its fully-mature
vocation. This volume is dedicated to the 100 years
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since the Great Union of all Romanians. It will appeal
to the wider academic community, PhD students,
professors, and researchers, and to any reader
interested in history, history of political thoughts,
political philosophy and science or international
relations.
The Middle East conflict system is perhaps the
world’s most important and intractable problem
area, whose developments carry global
consequences. An effective investigation of the
context and change in the region calls for a melding
of academic approaches, methods and findings with
policy oriented needs. The Israeli Conflict System
brings together leading conflict scholars primarily
from political science, applying a range of advanced,
rigorous analytic and data-gathering techniques to
address this single empirical domain—the
contemporary Israeli Conflict System. Recognising
the causal complexity of this conflict system, the
volume’s central theme is that the system’s current
conditions are best understood in their broader
temporal/historic, cultural/linguistic, and
spatial/geographic contexts. Through the lens of
economic, geographic, historical, linguistic, and
political analyses, and the application of data
analysis, experiments, simulations, and models of
rational choice, this volume shows how diverse
disciplinary perspectives and methodologies can
complement each other effectively. In this way, its
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chapters provide a model for the integration of
factors and contexts necessary for understanding
contemporary world politics, and a sampling of
theories, approaches, and methods that are
applicable, useful, or valid under different conditions.
This book offers a cutting-edge resource for scholars
and students of Political Science, International
Relations, Conflict Studies and Middle East Studies.
The 'Legal Pluriverse' Surrounding Multinational
Military Operations conceptualizes and examines the
"Pluriverse": the multiplicity of rules that apply to and
regulate contemporary multinational missions, and
the array of actors involved. These operations are
further complicated by changes to the classification
of the conflict, and the asymmetry of obligations on
participants. Structured into five parts, this work
seeks, through the diversity of its authorship, to set
out the web of legal regimes applicable to military
operations including forces from more than one
state. It maps out the ways in which different
regimes interact, beginning with the laws of armed
conflict and their relation to international
humanitarian and human rights norms, and
extending through to areas like law of the sea and
environmental law. A variety of contributors
systematically compile and take stock of the various
legal regimes that make up the pluriverse, assessing
how these rules interact, exposing norm conflicts,
areas of legal uncertainty, or protective loopholes. In
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this way, they identify and evaluate approaches to
better streamline the different applicable legal
frameworks with a view to enhancing cooperation
and thereby ensuring the long-term success of
multinational military operations.
The purpose of this research, broadly speaking, is to
expose the threat that fake news poses to our
national security. This thesis answers the question:
Can the information laundering model, or a modified
version of it, be used to explain how the internet is
exploited to spread fake news, and the resulting
threat to the United States? I assert that a wellcrafted narrative, whether true or false, can be
spread rapidly online due to the accessibility and
interconnectedness of the internet ecosystem. I then
articulate how these narratives can be further
accelerated and disseminated when propagandists
take advantage of existing processes that improve
the customization, ease of access, and availability of
information online. I do this by modifying the
information laundering model, and then using the
new model to examine the interconnectedness of
search engines, blogs, social networking platforms,
and media/academic outlets, and how these
connections can be exploited to launder false or
purposefully misleading information into public
discourse. Finally, I demonstrate how this process
allows adversarial nations, criminals, and malicious
actors to increase public discord, undermine
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democracy, and threaten Americans physical and
cognitive security. Contains the following studies: 1.
Fake News, Conspiracy Theories, and Lies: An
Information Laundering Model for Homeland Security
2. THE COMMAND OF THE TREND: SOCIAL
MEDIA AS A WEAPON IN THE INFORMATION
AGE 3. PUTIN’S PROPAGANDA WAR: IS HE
WINNING? 4. Cyber-Terrorism and Cyber-Crime:
There Is a Difference 5. CYBERDETERRANCE IN
2035: REDEFINING THE FRAMEWORK FOR
SUCCESS 6. Countering Russian Active Measures
Takes stock of current challenges to the world
trading system and develops scenarios for the
future.
Nations have powerful reasons to get their military
alliances right. When security pacts go well, they
underpin regional and global order; when they fail,
they spread wars across continents as states are
dragged into conflict. We would, therefore, expect
states to carefully tailor their military partnerships to
specific conditions. This expectation, Raymond C.
Kuo argues, is wrong. Following the Leader argues
that most countries ignore their individual security
interests in military pacts, instead converging on a
single, dominant alliance strategy. The book
introduces a new social theory of strategic diffusion
and emulation, using case studies and advanced
statistical analysis of alliances from 1815 to 2003. In
the wake of each major war that shatters the
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international system, a new hegemon creates a core
military partnership to target its greatest enemy.
Secondary and peripheral countries rush to emulate
this alliance, illustrating their credibility and prestige
by mimicking the dominant form. Be it the NATO
model that seems so commonsense today, or the
realpolitik that reigned in Europe of the late
nineteenth century, a lone alliance strategy has
defined broad swaths of diplomatic history. It is not
states' own security interests driving this
phenomenon, Kuo shows, but their jockeying for
status in a world periodically remade by great
powers.
Theories and methods for analyzing multimodal
relations connecting political entities, including
voters, politicians, parties, events, and nations.
States seldom resort to war to overthrow their
adversaries. They are more likely to attempt to
covertly change the opposing regime, by
assassinating a foreign leader, sponsoring a coup
d’état, meddling in a democratic election, or secretly
aiding foreign dissident groups. In Covert Regime
Change, Lindsey A. O’Rourke shows us how states
really act when trying to overthrow another state.
She argues that conventional focus on overt cases
misses the basic causes of regime change.
O’Rourke provides substantive evidence of types of
security interests that drive states to intervene.
Offensive operations aim to overthrow a current
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military rival or break up a rival alliance. Preventive
operations seek to stop a state from taking certain
actions, such as joining a rival alliance, that may
make them a future security threat. Hegemonic
operations try to maintain a hierarchical relationship
between the intervening state and the target
government. Despite the prevalence of covert
attempts at regime change, most operations fail to
remain covert and spark blowback in unanticipated
ways. Covert Regime Change assembles an original
dataset of all American regime change operations
during the Cold War. This fund of information shows
the United States was ten times more likely to try
covert rather than overt regime change during the
Cold War. Her dataset allows O’Rourke to address
three foundational questions: What motivates states
to attempt foreign regime change? Why do states
prefer to conduct these operations covertly rather
than overtly? How successful are such missions in
achieving their foreign policy goals?
A study of the structure, growth, and future of
transnational human travel and communication
Increasingly, people travel and communicate across
borders. Yet, we still know little about the overall
structure of this transnational world. Is it really a fully
globalized world in which everything is linked, as
popular catchphrases like “global village” suggest?
Through a sweeping comparative analysis of eight
types of mobility and communication among
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countries worldwide—from migration and tourism to
Facebook friendships and phone calls—Mapping the
Transnational World demonstrates that our behavior
is actually regionalized, not globalized. Emanuel
Deutschmann shows that transnational activity within
world regions is not so much the outcome of political,
cultural, or economic factors, but is driven primarily
by geographic distance. He explains that the spatial
structure of transnational human activity follows a
simple mathematical function, the power law, a
pattern that also fits the movements of many other
animal species on the planet. Moreover, this pattern
remained extremely stable during the five decades
studied—1960 to 2010. Unveiling proximity-induced
regionalism as a major feature of planet-scale
networks of transnational human activity,
Deutschmann provides a crucial corrective to several
fields of research. Revealing why a truly global
society is unlikely to emerge, Mapping the
Transnational World highlights the essential role of
interaction beyond borders on a planet that remains
spatially fragmented.
This book demonstrates theoretically and empirically
how international law's detailed design provisions
help states cooperate despite harsh international
political realities.
In 2011, the United States launched its third regimechange attempt in a decade. Like earlier targets,
Libya's Muammar Qaddafi had little hope of
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defeating the forces stacked against him. He
seemed to recognize this when calling for a ceasefire just after the intervention began. But by then, the
United States had determined it was better to oust
him than negotiate and thus backed his opposition.
The history of foreign-imposed regime change is
replete with leaders like Qaddafi, overthrown after
wars they seemed unlikely to win. From the British
ouster of Afghanistan's Sher Ali in 1878 to the Soviet
overthrow of Hungary's Imre Nagy in 1956, regime
change has been imposed on the weak and the
friendless. In Toppling Foreign Governments,
Melissa Willard-Foster explores the question of why
stronger nations overthrow governments when they
could attain their aims at the bargaining table. She
identifies a central cause—the targeted leader's
domestic political vulnerability—that not only gives the
leader motive to resist a stronger nation's demands,
making a bargain more difficult to attain, but also
gives the stronger nation reason to believe that
regime change will be comparatively cheap. As long
as the targeted leader's domestic opposition is
willing to collaborate with the foreign power, the
latter is likely to conclude that ousting the leader is
more cost effective than negotiating. Willard-Foster
analyzes 133 instances of regime change, ranging
from covert operations to major military invasions,
and spanning over two hundred years. She also
conducts three in-depth case studies that support
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her contention that domestically and militarily weak
leaders appear more costly to coerce than overthrow
and, as long as they remain ubiquitous, foreignimposed regime change is likely to endure.
Devil in the details : peace operations, civilian
protection, and policy design -- Political will,
organized hypocrisy, and ambitions-resources gaps
-- Quantitative evidence -- France in Rwanda -- The
United States in Darfur -- Australia in the Southwest
Pacific
The Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) had many opponents when, in 1995, it came
up for extension. The majority of parties opposed
extension, and experts expected a limited extension
as countries sought alternative means to manage
nuclear weapons. But against all predictions, the
treaty was extended indefinitely, and without a vote.
Networked Nonproliferation offers a social network
theory explanation of how the NPT was extended,
giving new insight into why international treaties
succeed or fail. The United States was the NPT's
main proponent, but even a global superpower
cannot get its way through coercion or persuasion
alone. Michal Onderco draws on unique in-depth
interviews and newly declassified documents to
analyze the networked power at play. Onderco not
only gives the richest account yet of the conference,
looking at key actors like South Africa, Egypt, and
the EU, but also challenges us to reconsider how we
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think about American power in international
relations. With Networked Nonproliferation, Onderco
provides new insight into multilateral diplomacy in
general and nuclear nonproliferation in particular,
with consequences for understanding a changing
global system as the US, the chief advocate of
nonproliferation and a central node in the diplomatic
networks around it, declines in material power.
Why do some attempts to conclude alliance treaties
end in failure? From the inability of European powers
to form an alliance that would stop Hitler in the
1930s, to the present inability of Ukraine to join
NATO, states frequently attempt but fail to form
alliance treaties. In Arguing about Alliances, Paul
Poast sheds new light on the purpose of alliance
treaties by recognizing that such treaties come from
negotiations, and that negotiations can end in failure.
In a book that bridges Stephen Walt's Origins of
Alliance and Glenn Snyder's Alliance Politics, two
classic works on alliances, Poast identifies two
conditions that result in non-agreement: major
incompatibilities in the internal war plans of the
participants, and attractive alternatives to a
negotiated agreement for various parties to the
negotiations. As a result, Arguing about Alliances
focuses on a group of states largely ignored by
scholars: states that have attempted to form alliance
treaties but failed. Poast suggests that to explain the
outcomes of negotiations, specifically how they can
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end without agreement, we must pay particular
attention to the wartime planning and coordinating
functions of alliance treaties. Through his exploration
of the outcomes of negotiations from European
alliance negotiations between 1815 and 1945, Poast
offers a typology of alliance treaty negotiations and
establishes what conditions are most likely to stymie
the attempt to formalize recognition of common
national interests.
Based on the premise that proper understanding of
international conflict - a necessary prerequisite for
achieving peace - can come only from logic and
evidence, not from opinion and anecdote, this
groundbreaking book introduces students to
international conflict's key theories and empirical
research. Throughout the text, Stephen L.
Quackenbush gives examples that enable readers to
see the theory in real-world events, and provides the
data from the most recent research. Covering the
entire process of interstate war, from causes of
conflict to escalation, conduct, resolution, and
recurrence, the book provides readers with a
fascinating, thorough study that will help them
understand how international conflict works.
Shows how global ratings and rankings shape
political agendas and influence states' behavior,
reframing how we think about power.
The effect of religious factors on politics has been a
key issue since the end of the Cold War and the
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subsequent rise of religious terrorism. However, the
systematic investigations of these topics have
focused primarily on the effects of religion on
domestic and international conflict. Scriptures,
Shrines, Scapegoats, and World Politics offers a
comprehensive evaluation of the role of religion in
international relations, broadening the scope of
investigation to such topics as the relationship
between religion and cooperation, religion and
conflict, and the relationship between religion and
the quality of life. Religion is often manipulated by
political elites to advance their principal goal of
political survival. Zeev Maoz and Errol A. Henderson
find that no specific religion is either consistently
more bellicose or consistently more cooperative than
other religions. However, religious similarity between
states tends to reduce the propensity of conflict and
increase the opportunity for security cooperation.
The authors find a significant relationship between
secularism and human security.
Borders traditionally served to insulate nations from other
states and to provide bulwarks against intrusion by
foreign armies. In the age of terrorism, borders are more
frequently perceived as protection against threats from
determined individuals arriving from elsewhere. After a
deadly terrorist attack, leaders immediately encounter
pressure to close their borders. As Nazli Avdan
observes, cracking down on border crossings and
policing migration enhance security. However, the
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imperatives of globalization demand that borders remain
open to legal travel and economic exchange. While
stricter border policies may be symbolically valuable and
pragmatically safer, according to Avdan, they are
economically costly, restricting trade between neighbors
and damaging commercial ties. In Visas and Walls,
Avdan argues that the balance between economics and
security is contingent on how close to home threats,
whether actual or potential, originate. When terrorist
events affect the residents of a country or take place
within its borders, economic ties matter less. When
terrorist violence strikes elsewhere and does not involve
its citizens, the unaffected state's investment in
globalization carries the day. Avdan examines the visa
waiver programs and visa control policies of several
countries in place in 2010, including Turkey's migration
policies; analyzes the visa issuance practices of the
European Union from 2003 until 2015; and explores how
terrorism and trade affected states' propensities to build
border walls in the post-World War II era. Her findings
challenge the claim that border crackdowns are a
reflexive response to terrorist violence and qualify
globalists' assertions that economic globalization makes
for open borders. Visas and Walls encourages
policymakers and leaders to consider more broadly the
effects of economic interdependence on policies
governing borders and their permeability.
This book investigates the ways governments trade
money for favors at the United Nations Security Council.
A comprehensive treatment of regional transformation,
offering insights from different theoretical perspectives
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and generating a range of policy-relevant ideas.
This book presents a comprehensive, systematic
analysis of Russia– Iran relations in the period following
the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. It discusses the
key areas – such as trade, arms sales, nuclear
developments, and potential areas of friction in the
Caspian Sea – where co-operation is possible; charts
different phases of increasing and declining cooperation; and relates these changes to security
considerations and domestic factors in both countries.
Throughout, the book argues that the potential for cooperation between the two countries is much greater
than people realize, and it concludes by assessing how
Russia–Iran relations are likely to develop in future.
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